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By Alex Cuadros

Random House LCC US, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. For
readers of Michael Lewis comes an engrossing tale of a country?s spectacular rise and fall,
intertwined with the story of Brazil?s wealthiest citizen, Eike Batista?a universal story of hubris and
tragedy that uncovers the deeper meaning of this era of billionaires. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE FINANCIAL TIMES When Bloomberg News invited the young American
journalist Alex Cuadros to report on Brazil?s emerging class of billionaires at the height of the
historic Brazilian boom, he was poised to cover two of the biggest business stories of our time: how
the giants of the developing world were triumphantly taking their place at the center of global
capitalism, and how wealth inequality was changing societies everywhere. The billionaires of Brazil
and their massive fortunes resided at the very top of their country?s economic pyramid, and
whether they quietly accumulated exceptional power or extravagantly displayed their decadence,
they formed a potent microcosm of the world?s richest .001 percent. Eike Batista, a flamboyant and
charismatic evangelist for the country?s new gospel of wealth, epitomized much of this rarefied
sphere: In 2012, Batista ranked...
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An extremely awesome publication with lucid and perfect explanations. It is actually writter in basic phrases rather than confusing. You will like how the
writer publish this book.
-- Melody Ja kubowski-- Melody Ja kubowski

This book may be worth buying. I have read and i am confident that i am going to planning to go through once more once again in the future. Its been
written in an exceptionally easy way and it is simply soon after i finished reading this publication in which actually altered me, modify the way i believe.
-- Fa ye Sha na ha n-- Fa ye Sha na ha n
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